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Details of Visit:

Author: phil636uk
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sun 23 Jul 2017 14:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 1000
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Christine Love - British Bisexual Fetish GFE
Phone: 07525365365

The Premises:

Excellent location, close to Bond Street Tube

The Lady:

Even better in real life than the photos; Pris' are on Christine's Twitter feed: @MsChristineLove 

The Story:

I’m a big fan of Christine Love: gorgeous, sassy, smart, funny and extremely horny. So, I was
intrigued when I saw she now offers ‘Escort Mentoring’
I thought, “I’d love to be a fly on the wall for that”.

Then I noticed from her Twitter feed that she had a new Protégé: “prim and proper Pris - she's all
natural, all woman, all curves, sassy... sexy... prime British Totty... exactly what you gents lap up -
literally!”
Pris’ pictures looked sensational, so I Immediately booked a two-hour session.

Christine met me at the door, and then I was introduced to Pris.
WOW! – she’s well over 6ft tall in heels, voluptuous, with breasts to make a grown man weep…..

We had a delightful chat; Pris is just as engaging as Christine, but with a shy glint in her eye.
Christine explained that Pris was her star pupil, one of the horniest women she had ever met, and
as a regular customer, would I mind checking that this bold assertion was true?

After some DFK with both of them, they then disrobed to lingerie, and I was encouraged to examine
Pris’ outstanding natural breasts.
Her bra soon came off, and I was asked to kiss them.
Pris responded to this as if it was her first time ever - she was clearly getting *very* turned on by
this.
Christine then suggested that she should really get Pris prepared, so it was off to the bedroom.
Pris laid down and Christine started on her.

OMG!!
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I’m sure we’ve all booked a girl duo and been disappointed that they then went through the
motions in a very half-hearted way, with plenty of fake moaning and groaning.
Instead, this was full-on, hard-core, properly lesbian licking and fingering by Christine, with Pris
clearly on a different planet of desire, arousal and (after a few minutes) enjoying an earthquake of
an orgasm, with several intense aftershocks.

I mostly sat open-mouthed during this.
I did of course ‘fondle and kiss, Chris and Pris’ (that has a nice alliterative ring to it).
But I was a little concerned that Pris might suffer from oxygen deprivation, so was just looking on in
admiration, by the end.

Pris’ recovery time seems to be measured in seconds rather than minutes, so soon Christine was
preparing for Round Two of 'Sex Lesbians on Heat', but this time she suggested I might want to
fuck her from behind at the same time?

Be still my beating heart.......
My horny endeavours went down very well with Pris, who seemed even more turned on than
before, to see Christine being well and truly seen to.
Pris came even quicker this time, looking me straight in the eyes, the naughty girl.

Then, I felt it would only be gentlemanly to let Pris recover her ladylike demeanour for a few
minutes.
Christine deployed her first-class customer service skills, recalling that my favourite position is
reverse cowgirl, and she went for it like Annie Oakley.

Pris busied herself in making sure her fabulous breasts were available for licking and fondling, while
coming up with some, frankly, very un-lady-like words of encouragement and suggestion, which got
me very close to a swift conclusion.

I had to stop the action to prolong the pleasure, and after another delightful chat around what we all
liked to do in bed, it was then onto what I can only describe as the filthiest orgy I’ve ever been to,
even though there were only three of us.

When you get two girls who are clearly really into sex and each other, this is a spectacle to behold.
Plus, there are numerous physical opportunities to join in, adding to the general gaiety of the
occasion

And my advice is: when these Goddesses set their minds on pleasuring you together, brace
yourself, ensure you have life insurance, lie back and think of England (or wherever you're from)
and finish appropriately, all the time satisfying your most filthy fantasies.

My personal highlight was Pris on top of me, riding my cock while I felt her tits, with her pleasuring
herself to orgasm. Twice.
And then again, for luck
Christine was next to me, using a vibrator on herself, matching Pris blow for blow
I hope Christine has adequate sound-proofing.....

Finally, I felt that, as it was one of Pris’ early forays into escorting, and she has breasts that are
truly the eighth and ninth wonders of the world, that I should come all over those.
Christine’s pert puppies were not far away and I’m sure received some of my generosity, as well.

I’ve not experienced anything like this outside of some very exclusive sex clubs.
It turns out Christine and Pris are enthusiastic swing club visitors; the very upmarket ones on The
Continent.
Do get them to tell you those stories….
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If you need any more incentive, have a look at Christine’s Twitter account: @MsChristineLove
There, you will find pictures and a delightful short video, where they both speak.
If those sultry tones don’t get you reaching for your phone with the other hand, I’ll be very
surprised.

For now, Pris is working exclusively through Christine, while she works out if she wants to quit her
day job.
It is our duty, ladies *and* gentlemen, to ensure she does so.

Final words from Pris, from Christine’s Twitter account: “Genuinely excited by the thought of your
clients just aching to fuck me!!”
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